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Dynamic 3D Human Actor Generation Method
using a Time-of-Flight Depth Camera
Ji-Ho Cho, Sung-Yeol Kim, Yo-Sung Ho, Senior Member, IEEE, and Kwan H. Lee
Abstract — In this paper, we present a novel method to
generate a dynamic 3D human actor using a time-of-flight
depth camera, which provides synchronized color and depth
images in real time. In practice, depth data obtained from the
depth camera have critical problems, such as optical noise,
absence of depth information for certain regions, and
unmatched boundaries. In this work, we significantly enhance
the visual quality of raw depth images of the human actor by
performing noise reduction, recovery of the lost hair region,
and boundary refinement. The 3D surface of the human actor
is then created by applying a 3D mesh triangulation technique
on the enhanced depth images. Finally, we generate a
dynamic 3D human actor by providing the surface with
corresponding color images. Experimental results show that
the proposed method produces a natural and immersive 3D
human actor successfully while minimizing problems inherent
in the current depth camera-based images.1
Index Terms — 3D Human Actor Generation, Time-of-flight
Depth Camera, Depth Image-based Rendering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have studied immersive display
environments and realistic virtual worlds since live avatars can
represent human beings in them [1]. In general, we have been
generated 3D human actors using computer graphic tools, and
applied motion information estimated from a tracking system
to avatars [2]. Although avatar-based approaches have
achieved high-performance to realize a human actor, it is still
short of replacing a human model due to lack of reality [3].
Augmentation of 2D human actor onto the virtual world has
been also introduced. However, their applications are limited
due to lack of 3D information.
We present a novel alternative in this paper, in which we
can represent a 3D human actor by using a depth image-based
rendering (DIBR) technique [4]. The previous works related to
generating a human actor using DIBR were mostly based on a
‘shape-from-X’ method, such as shape-from-stereo [5], shapefrom-silhouette [6], shape-from-shading [7] and shape-fromfocus [8]. Although the DIBR technique is reasonable for
reconstructing a 3D human model, it is restricted to special
environments that are equipped with synchronized cameras.
Furthermore, visual quality of the reconstructed human model
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is highly dependent on the number of cameras and their
calibration results.
In order to increase the accuracy of depth information for a
3D human actor, projector-based active methods have been
developed. Zhang et al. developed a real-time 3D shape
measurement system to get 3D information by simultaneously
using a color CCD camera and a black and white CCD camera
with a digital fringe projector [9]. In addition, Waschbüsch et
al. introduced a 3D video acquisition system that consists of a
projector, two black and white cameras, and one color camera
[10]. However, these projector-based systems make the human
actor feel quite uncomfortable due to the projected light from
the projector.
As sensor technologies for obtaining depth information
advance, we now can capture more accurate per-pixel depth
data of a real scene using an active time-of-flight (TOF) depth
camera [11, 12]. These depth cameras can directly capture the
shape and motion of a 3D human actor by integrating a highspeed pulsed infrared light source onto a conventional
broadcast TV camera. Figure 1 shows the principle of a depth
camera.
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Fig.1. Principle of a time-of-flight depth camera

However, we cannot directly use the depth data of a 3D
human actor from this camera due to some problems inherent
in the system. In order to use the depth data properly, we need
to resolve three main problems exist in the raw depth images.
1) The captured depth images are very noisy. The acquired
depth images usually contain quantization errors and
optical noise, mainly due to the reflectivity or color
variation of objects. For example, for a flat black and
white object, the white region shows a high depth value
while the black region shows a relatively low depth value,
although both regions are on the same plane.
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2) Depth data on shiny and dark surface regions can be lost.
The depth camera does not capture shiny and dark
surfaces well, such as black leather and black hair. As the
reflected lights from the dark and shiny surfaces are not
only weak, but are scattered, the depth camera cannot
detect the reflected infrared light. For a 3D human actor,
it often causes the loss of hair region.
3) The boundary of color images does not match well with
its depth images. When we calibrate the depth camera
using an auto calibration tool, it does not guarantee an
exact match between the boundaries of both images.
The unmatched boundary, of course, causes unnatural
results, since the 3D shape is generated from the
measured depth information. Some important regions
can be missed or unintended background data can
appear as a texture.
Kim et al. developed a novel modeling algorithm to reduce
optical noise in a depth image captured by a TOF depth
camera using a series of methods including adaptive sampling,
mesh triangulation, and Gaussian smoothing [13]. Their
method provides a good platform to make useful depth images
of a 3D human actor, however, they mostly concentrated on
handling optical noise in depth images.
In this paper, we propose a new method of generating a
dynamic 3D human actor using a current TOF depth camera.
In this work, we propose some practical solutions that
minimize the problems inherent in the depth camera system so
Data Acquisition

that we can generate realistic and natural 3D human actors
without serious degradation of visual quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we provide a review of the proposed system to
generate a 3D human actor using the depth camera and
describe how the captured depth images are enhanced to
generate a 3D human actor. Experimental results are shown in
Section 3. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
II. GENERATION OF A 3D HUMAN ACTOR
A. Overview of the System
Figure 2 illustrates an overall architecture of the proposed
3D actor generation system using a TOF depth camera.
Basically, the depth camera produces both color and depth
images simultaneously for each frame. First, the depth quality
of a raw depth image is enhanced by three steps: noise
reduction, recovery of the lost hair region, and boundary
refinement.
To minimize optical noise in the depth image, we employ a
new joint bilateral filtering approach that perverse edges well.
We detect the lost hair region using a face detection technique
and recover its depth information using a multi-seed region
growing algorithm considering the depths of a face region. If
there is no loss of depth in the hair region, this step will be
skipped. Next, we match the boundaries between the color and
depth images using a graph cut-based matting algorithm. After
improving the quality of depth images, the depth and color
images are coded by a video coder, such as a H.264/AVC
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Fig.2. Overall system architecture for generating a 3D human actor
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(a) Original depth map

(b) Bilateral filtering

(c) Joint bilateral filtering

(d) Our filtering

Fig.3. Joint bilateral filtering to reduce depth noise.

coder, and transmitted through a channel to the receiver side,
respectively.
At the receiver side, the transmitted color and depth images
are decoded, and the 3D surface of a human actor is generated
by a mesh triangulation algorithm based on hierarchical
decomposition of depth images [14]. Finally, we create a
dynamic 3D human actor by covering its 3D surface with the
color information provided by texture mapping.
B. Noise Reduction of Depth Image
In order to reduce noise of the raw depth image, we apply a
joint bilateral filtering method [15]. The bilateral filter reduces
the noise while preserving important sharp edges. Formally,
for some position p of image I, the filtered value Jp is
represented by Eq (1).

Jp =

1
kp

∑ G ( p − q )⋅ G ( I
s

q∈Ω

r

p

)

− Iq Iq

(1)

where Gs and Gr are the space weight and the range weight,
respectively. The term of Ω is the spatial support of the weight
Gs, and Kp is a normalizing factor. The range weight Gr
prevents from averaging across the edges.
In joint bilateral filtering [16], the range weight Gr is
computed from a different image I’ by Eq. (2).
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In the previous work, a flash image can be used as an image I’.
The depth discontinuity in a depth image usually corresponds to
the edges in its corresponding color image. Therefore, we apply
a newly-designed joint bilateral filter onto the depth image with
the range weight from the color data represented in Eq. 3.
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where Gr1 takes color difference in RGB space, and Gr2 uses
depth difference. Figure 3 shows the comparison of three

different filtering methods. As shown in Fig. 3, our method
reduces the noise of a depth image efficiently while preserving
some important sharp features without any unintended visual
artifacts.
C. The Recovery of Lost Hair Region
Another main drawback of a raw depth image is the absence of
depth value for shiny and dark surface regions. The depth image
of a human actor with black hair captured by the depth camera
often does not show the hair region, because the camera cannot
capture shiny and dark surfaces. Since we set our objective to
generate a 3D human actor, the loss of hair region becomes a
critical problem.
In this paper, we introduce a novel method that recovers the
lost hair region. Previous techniques cannot be directly applied to
our depth image, because they are based on neighbor information
of the lost region [17, 18]. The proposed recovery algorithm
consists of three steps: detection of the hair region, recovery of
the boundary, and estimation of the hair shape. In this work, we
use the recorded color image to detect the lost hair region.
For simplicity, we assume that the loss of depth data only
occurs in the hair region. First, we find out the face region in a
color image using the face detector [19]. Figure 4 illustrates the
result of face detection. The initial seed point pseed is found by
using radius r and offset ε as shown in Fig. 4(a). When the
coordinate of the center of face O is (x, y), the coordinate of the
initial seed point, pseed, is (x, y+r+ε).

(a) Face detection

(b) Multi-seed region growing
Fig.4. Detection of hair region

In order to search the hair region efficiently, we generate a
multiple number of seed points near the initial seed point as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Using a region growing algorithm based
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on a multiple number of seed points, the black hair region can
be detected. Next, the boundary of the lost hair region is
recovered from the final silhouette. For estimating the depth
value of the lost hair region, its boundary must be estimated.
The boundary contour of the final silhouette is generated by a
chain code method. The generated contour is represented by a
color boundary list (CBL) sorted clockwise. We assign the
depth value to all elements of the CBL considering its depth
image; however, the depth value of the lost hair boundary
region is zero, since the hair region is lost in the original depth
image.
Two points, pf and pl, are chosen from the CBL, where pf
represents the first pixel with zero depth in the clockwise
order, and pl represents the last pixel with zero depth value.
Therefore, all depth values of each pixel between pf and pl are
zeros. In general, since the depth values of pf-1 and pl+1 are not
the same, from pf to pl, the depth value of each point is
calculated by linear interpolation using Eq. 4.
pi .z = (1 − α ) p f −1.z + αpl +1.z , i = 0, K , n

(4)

where n is the number of elements from pl to pf and α = i/n.

B2 (t 2 ) = (1 − t 2 ) 2 pl + 2t 2 (1 − t 2 ) p c 2 + t 22 p r

B1 (t1 ) + B2 (t 2 )
(7)
2
where pc1 and pc2 is the control points of a quadratic Bézier
curve. Figure 6 shows the result of recovered hair region.

(a) No interpolation

(b) Interpolation result

(c) Mesh generation

Fig. 6. Recovery of the lost hair region.

D. The Boundary Cleaning
When we render a 3D human actor using a color and a
depth image as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), the
corresponding color image is used as the texture for the actor.
Since the depth camera does not catch exact boundary of a real
object, it causes visual artifact as shown by Fig. 7(c).

(b) Depth image

(c) Artifacts in boundary

Fig. 7. Artifacts in object boundary regions.

Finally, we fill up the inside of the hair region. When we
apply a chain code method to the silhouette of the acquired
depth image, another contour list, depth boundary list (DBL),
is generated. To get an outer boundary of the hair region, we
apply the exclusive-or (XOR) on the two contour list CBL and
DBL. In the previous step, we have assigned the depth value
in the upper part of the hair boundary. The lower part of the
hair boundary has its depth value, because it is extracted from
the acquired depth image. Hence, the entire boundary now has
depth information.
As the human head follows an elliptical shape, the linear
interpolation technique returns an unnatural shape. To obtain a
more natural shape, a quadratic Bézier curve that uses three
control points is applied for interpolation [20]. Figure 5 shows
how the inside region is interpolated using a quadratic Bézier
curve. When certain point pi is located in x, y position with
depth value zero, the point pi is computed by using Bézier
curve with four points: pl, pr, pt, pb:
B1 (t1 ) = (1 − t1 ) 2 pb + 2t1 (1 − t1 ) pc1 + t12 pt

(6)

Pi = B (t1 , t2 ) =

(a) Color image
Fig. 5. Interpolation of hair region using quadratic Bézier curve.
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(5)

In this paper, we compensate the boundary of a human actor
using color information. First, we make a trimap by the depth
image as shown in Fig. 8(a). The trimap generation consists of
three steps: thresholding, erosion, and dilation. The depth
image represents depths of the foreground object only as
shown in Fig. 8(b). We convert the depth image into a binary
mask image M by simple thresholding. In general, all
unknown areas belong to the region that is the border of a
foreground object and a background. Hence, a definite
foreground area TF can be erosion of M, a definite background
TB can be inverse of dilation of M, and the unknown area TU is
inverse of TF∪TB.
Now, we have the color image and corresponding trimap
image. Accurate boundary information of the foreground
object can be estimated via a graph-cut segmentation
algorithm. The algorithm that we used is briefly described as
below:
1) Initialize two sets of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
from the definite foreground and background region.
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2) Construct a graph G = (V, E) with a set of nodes V and a
set of weighted edges E. Each node in the graph
corresponds to a pixel in the image. Add two virtual
nodes, one for the foreground, and another for the
background. The weight of edges connecting nodes and
virtual nodes are computed from GMM. The weight of
edges linked neighborhood nodes are computed by the
difference of two color vectors of the corresponding
pixel.
3) Minimize the energy via min-cut algorithm [21].

When the full modeling model is employed, we generate
the 3D surface of an edge-grid cell with 44 triangles and 25
pixels extracted from a depth image. However, since we do
not need to render the region of no depth information, we
ignore the triangle of which one of vertices is on the region.
As a result, we render the 3D surface of the edge-grid cell with
less than 44 triangles. Likewise, we represent the 3D surface
of the edge-grid cell with less than 20 triangles and 14 pixels
in a quad-tree mode. For each no-edge-grid cell, we generate
its 3D surface with 2 triangles and 4 pixels.
TABLE 1
GENERATION OF 3D MESH TRIANGULATION

(a) Trimap

(b) Refined boundary

(c) Reduced artifacts

Fig. 8. Boundary refinement with color and depth images.

All pixels in unknown region are classified into a foreground
or a background. Figure 8(c) shows the boundary cleaning
result using graph-cut segmentation
E. Rendering of a Dynamic 3D Human Actor
For rendering the 3D human actor, we employ a DIBR
technique using meshes. In this paper, we utilize the
hierarchical decomposition of a depth image to render the
human actor [14]. In hierarchical decomposition, we divide
the region of a depth image uniformly using grid cells as
shown in Fig. 9, and remove the grid cells including no depth
information. We classify remained grid cells into two
categories according to the existence of edge information:
edge-grid cells and no-edge-grid cells. In order to maintain the
visual quality of a 3D human model, we set the size of a grid
cell as 4×4 or 8×8.
When we divide an edge-grid cell into four sub-grid cells
and the number of the sub-grid cells including edge
information is more than one, we use a full modeling mode.
Otherwise, we select one of quad-tree modes according to the
sub-grid cell including edge information: up-left, up-right,
down-left, and down-right quad-tree modes.

Mode

# of pixels

# of triangles

No-edge-grid Cell

4

2

Up-left Quad-tree

14

20

Down-left Quad-tree

14

20

Up-right Quad-tree

14

20

Down-right Quad-tree

14

20

Full modeling

25

44

Shape of surface

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested the performance of our proposed 3D
human actor generation method using four different actors. In
this experiment, we employed a depth camera system [11].
The first actor is captured by a close-up shot using a depth
camera and the others are captured by a long shot. The image
resolution of test color and depth images is 720×486.
The test image for the 1st and the 2nd actor is composed of
single frame. On the other hand, the test image for the 3rd and
the 4th actor is composed of 100 frames, respectively.
Especially, since the 4th actor wears a hat and there is no depth
absence in its depth images, it is not needed to recover depth
information of the hair region for the 4th actor. The others
needed depth recovery of hair region. For 3D human actor
rendering, we set the size of grid cell as 4×4. Figure 10 shows
the test image for the 3rd and the 4th actors.

Grid cell
No-edge-grid cell

Depth image

Edge-grid cell

Edges of depth image

Fig. 9. Hierarchical decomposition of depth images

a) Test image of the 3rd actor

b) Test image of the 4th actor
Fig. 10. Test images captured by the depth camera
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Raw color and depth images

Raw color and depth images

Noise reduced
Hair recovered
a) Depth image enhancement for the 1st actor

Noise reduced
Hair recovered
b) Depth image enhancement for the 2nd actor
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Boundary refined

Boundary refined

Fig. 11. Depth image enhancement results

Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) show the result of depth
image enhancement for the 1st and the 2nd actor images,
respectively. The first column of the figure indicates the raw
images of both color and depth captured by the depth camera,
and the second column shows the result of a human actor
after the reduction of optical noise. The third column shows
the results of a human actor after optical noise reduction and
hair recovery. The last column is the final 3D human actor
that has completed the boundary refinement. As shown in Fig.

11, we could successfully resolve three main problems
existed in the raw depth image.
Figure 12 shows the result of a 3D human actor after a
mesh triangulation. As shown in Fig. 12(a), since we
reconstructed the 3D surface of the human actor differently
according to the existence of edges in the depth image, we
could render the human actor fast and maintained the
significant surface dramatically. Furthermore, as shown in
Fig. 12(b), the 3D human actor can be viewed successfully
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when the viewer changes the angle of the viewpoint
significantly.

Figure 15 shows the result and wire frame of the dynamic 3D
human actor generation for the 4th actor.

(a) Wire frame of 3D human actor generated by raw depth image

3D rendering result
Wireframe of the rendered 3D actor
a) 3D human modeling for the 1st actor

(b) Wire frame of 3D human actor generated by enhanced depth image

Fig. 14. Visual quality comparison
- 15 degree

0 degree

+ 15 degree

b) Changing viewpoint

Fig. 12. 3D human actor generation using mesh triangulation

Figure 13 shows the rendering results for the test image of
the 3rd actor. Since the depth information on its hair region is
recovered and the boundary of the actor is refined, the 3D
human actor generated by the proposed method shows much
better visual quality than the one generated from raw depth
images.

The 1st frame

The 45th frame

The 75th frame

The 99th frame

Fig. 15. 3D human actor generation for the 4th actor

The 1st frame

The 15th frame

The 50th frame

(a) 3D human actor generated by raw depth images

In addition, Table 2 shows the result of average
computation time for each frame to generate the 3D human
actor with the test images of the 3rd and the 4th actor. In this
experiment, we generate and render the 3D human actor in
about 0.7 ~ 0.9 sec/frame. We expect to reduce the
computation time when we optimize our algorithm of depth
image enhancement and employ fast rendering technique that
uses graphics processing unit (GPU).
TABLE 2
THE COMPUTATION TIME FOR GENERATING A 3D HUMAN ACTOR

The 1st frame

The 15th frame

The 50th frame

(b) 3D human actor generated by enhanced depth images

Fig. 13. 3D human actor generation for the 3rd actor

In order to compare the visual quality of 3D human actors
generated by raw depth images and enhanced depth images,
we show the wire frame of the 50th frame of the 3rd human
actor. As shown in Fig. 14, since we reduce the optical noise
in raw depth images, the 3D surface of the 3D human actor
generated by the proposed method show much smoother and
natural compared to the one generated from raw depth images.

Processing
Noise reduction

The 3rd actor
0.156 sec/frame

The 4th actor
0.109 sec/frame

Hair recovery

0.185 sec/frame

0.125 sec/frame

Boundary refinment

0.360 sec/frame

0.250 sec/frame

3D mesh generation

0.212 sec/frame

0.257 sec/frame

Total

0.913 sec/frame

0.741 sec/frame

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel scheme for generating a
dynamic 3D human actor using a depth camera. We resolved
major problems that exist in the raw depth image which
includes optical noise, loss of depth data for hair region, and
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boundary mismatch. Experimental results show that our
method produces a natural and realistic 3D human actor
model successfully. We expect the proposed 3-D human actor
generation system to be used in the next-generation 3D
multimedia applications.
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